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We are a team of cybersecurity experts developing state-of-the-art facial recognition 
and personalization technology for retailers. Our technology empowers businesses 
to provide their customers with an outstanding, personalized, and seamless 
shopping experience. Our tools enable sales associates to communicate seamlessly 
with their customers based upon their personal shopping preferences, brands, and 
previous purchase histories.

Preciate offers a variety of the most innovative suite of 
tools available today for loyalty programs, in-store 
omnichannel, and pay-by-face solutions

Our Solution

Preciate offers the ultimate customer recognition and personalization solution: Our 
tools are built for a wide range of retail and hospitality verticals (Apparel, QSRs, 
coffee shops, grocery stores, cosmetics, hotels and more)


Retailers spend heavy resources collecting customer data. Unfortunately, most 
retailers can facilitate this huge amount of data only on their e-commerce platforms 
or for sending marketing offers.


We can do more. Much more: Preciate takes the next step forward, allowing for 
seamless customer recognition, both online or offline, be it a brick-and-mortar store, 
coffee shop, or hotel. Using our tools, your customers are always recognized, and 
their needs are met.
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How it works

simple selfie photo
Our proprietary facial recognition system is designed specifically for retail and 
hospitality. Consumers opt-in and enroll with a  . 


We support sales associates with:

An advanced clienteling app enabling sales associates to connect in real-time, as 
customers enter the store.

Predictive purchasing analytics and preferences based on customers’ online and 
in-store purchasing history.

Providing history of abandoned carts and browsed items for tremendous 
opportunity to recapture potential sales.

Cardless, phoneless payment.

Personalization can happen at the start of the shopper journey, triggered when 
entering the store, and at the checkout, implementing last-minute 
recommendations after identifying the shopper paying with our Pay-by-Face 
solution, or in a self-service kiosk when the shopper is shown a personalized screen 
which includes “your usual” choice and a tailor-made offer.


The pay-by-face technology can be implemented in a self service kiosk, a self 
checkout kiosk, or a regular POS.

Value to Business

Sales associates are only familiar with about 5% of their top shoppers, and provide 
them with a personalized service: Upon entering the premises, top shoppers are 
greeted by name. The sales person knows their preferences and offers them 
relevant products and unique deals, and most importantly, personal attention.


What about the next 30% of the customers who do not shop as frequently, but do 
shop throughout the year, online or in-store? These customers represent the main 
potential for profitability and growth of your chain. What if your sales associates 
could attend to these precious 30%, with the same personalized attention? 
Recognize them by their names and offer them unique, personalized service?
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Well, by implementing Preciate’s tools, your sales 
people can do just that!

Our statistics shows improvements in all measurements:

25-50 %

Increased average transaction value
Primarily through personalized upsell offers from advanced analytics

20-30 %

Recovery of abandoned carts

Greater customer satisfaction

10-15 %

Higher 
conversion 
rate

15-20 %

More 
repeat 
visits 
by loyal 
customers

Who we are?

Business and social entrepreneur Avi 
Naor is the founder of Amdocs 
(NASDAQ: DOX), a $9B market cap 
company where he served as 
president and CEO between 1995 and 
2002. Since then, he has also served as 
board chairman and board member 
of several technological companies.

Co-Founder and Chairman

Avi Naor

Eyal is a seasoned technology 
professional with over 20 years of 
experience in R&D and cyber 
technology in the Israel defense forces 
(IDF). His latest position was heading 
the prestigious cyber division unit at 
the renowned 8200 Unit, at the rank 
of Colonel.

Co-Founder and CEO

Eyal Fisher
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